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Findings from the “Academic Literacy” 
Report on College Readiness:



West Ed 
Study



What have we learned from the 
EAP & ERWC?



1. EAP & ERWC are only part of the 
    literacy solution we need in schools. 

**Cross-curricular collaboration is the 
key to success!



2. The Importance of Leadership

~Role of our District Leaders

~Coordination of our assets
-Senior & Junior Teachers
-Cross-Curricular Professional Development & 

           Training



3. Having patience & keeping a positive 
attitude is essential to success…





My 10 Favorite Things about 
ERWC & EAP 

1. My students are ready for college when they leave my classroom! 
→ ERWC teaches my students the skills they need to be successful in the future!

2. ERWC offers a great template for all types of reading & writing 
lessons make a difference is ALL of the classes that I teach.

3. The EAP actually measures skills, not just memorized facts & 
data.

4. Reading, Writing, & Critical Thinking are connected in lessons.
5. I know what skill level my students are at before I start teaching 

them. 
6. The course evolves to stay current with the times.
7. It’s easy to supplement the course to specific populations.
8. The Rigor of the course is undisputable!
9. Everybody shares!!

10. The 12 grade ERWC course materials are free!



In conclusion...

21st century skills must be mastered by our students AND teachers



Student Feedback…



“I would have to say that the most important skill I acquired 
 from high school was annotating. It would have been  difficult 
 to get into the habit of it on my own, and annotating has helped me to 
 cut the time I spend on an assignment in half.” (Sonoma State)

“I cannot tell you how glad I was about taking the expository class my 
  senior year. I went into my first writing class already knowing about 
  logos, pathos, etc. My teacher even asked me how I knew a lot of the 
  strategies he was teaching.” (San Diego State University)

“I am now at the University of Massachusetts and just want to let you 
  know how much your class helped me. Before taking your class, I was 
  pretty confident that I was a good writer and could easily get an A in 
  any English class. Now at college, I am aware that the type of 
  essays, annotating and skills you taught were the exact foundation   
  necessary to succeed in college.”



“We cannot thank you enough for your teachings in ERWC. Our 
   SDSU writing course is exactly like our class last year.  We feel 
   very prepared for the semester to come.  Your students are lucky to 
   be able to take this course to prepare them for college next year.” 

“I am so prepared for my class at Las Positas thanks to the ERWC.  I 
  am way ahead of the other students who don’t seem to know what 
  they are doing.” 

“The essay testing you taught in ERWC was so helpful; I even used it 
  for placement testing to determine which English class I would be 
  offered. I passed with flying colors and was placed into a higher  
  English class. The English class that is mandatory for freshman, if they
  passed, is teaching us the same type of information your class taught, 
  but without as much detail or the same personal one-on-one help.”



Parent Feedback:
“I believe it to be the most valuable English class 

they will have in preparation for college and real 
life application…I am pleased that the process to 
place students in this class was established to 
identify my son and other students in need prior to 
going off to college.”

“I am glad this class was made mandatory based on 
that test because based on his STAR scores alone, 
I wouldn't have thought he needed it. I think this 
is a wonderful program and am grateful for your 
efforts to get this going in our schools to benefit 
our students.”



Teacher Feedback:
“After twenty plus years of teaching, my students 

are able to lime with new insight into old works of 
literature when we follow the ERWC format.”

“I love to get the emails from students telling me 
they are doing similar work in college to the work 
we did in our ERWC class. They love to brag 
about how they are so much more prepared than 
the other students in the class for the rigor of the 
college-level work.”



Want to discuss this further?

Call, email, or tweet me!

Wendy Connelly 
@wendyconnelly12
MW 21st Century Learning Consultants
(http://bit.ly/21stcenturylearningconsult)
wendymconnelly@gmail.com
(415) 308-5233
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